### Activity-Specific Reproducibles

1a. Shading or Showing Fractional Parts: Unpartitioned 148  
1b. Shading or Showing Fractional Parts: Unpartitioned 149  
1c. Shading or Showing Fractional Parts: Partitioned 150  
1d. Shading or Showing Fractional Parts: Unequally Partitioned 151  
1e. Part to Whole and Whole to Part 152  
2a. 12-cm Number Lines 154  
3a. Measuring with Cuisenaire Rods 155  
3b. Centimeter-Squared Paper 156  
3c. Equivalent Fractions on the Number Line 157  
3d. Equivalent Fraction Cards 159  
3e. Equivalent Fraction Cards 160  
4a. Brick by Brick 161  
4b. Pattern Block Fractions 163  
5a. “What Do You Call the ______?” 164  
6a. Double Number Lines 165  
6b. Fraction/Decimal Cards 166  
6c. Fraction/Decimal Cards 167  
6d. Fractions and Decimals on the Number Line 168  
6e. Fractions and Decimals Flip Cards 169  
7a. Fraction Representation Cards 170  
8a. Left Half of Number Line 171  
8b. Right Half of Number Line 172  
8c. Fraction Cards 173  
8d. Fraction Cards 174

### Reproducibles Used with More Than One Activity

A. Left Half of Two-Unit Number Lines 175  
B. Right Half of Two-Unit Number Lines 176